Did you know that for every $1 you donate to United Way of the Black Hills, we invest $1.72 back into the community?

For every $1 that you donate to UWBH:

+ $0.27 is added with additional funding UWBH raises for specific projects to support the community. (i.e. - Day of Caring)

+ $0.27 is added with additional funding that UWBH secures for the community through partnerships and collaboration. (i.e. - EFSP funding)

+ $0.12 is added with grants that UWBH acquires to support the community. (i.e. - John T. Vucurevich Foundation grants for Black Hills Reads, etc)

+ $0.06 is added by additional resources UWBH provides to support the community. (i.e. - Imagination Library Management)

Your $1 = $1.72 invested in your community!

Some things are just invaluable...

The community support through our local, state and national advocacy efforts coupled with numerous community collaborations allows UWBH to quickly and efficiently leverage resources to meet those needs.